PVC Windows Collection

Simply...masterpieces
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For over 50 years, Martin’s experts have established
a culture of both innovation and tradition.
The excellence of our products reflects
our professionals’ integrity and meticulous work.
Design performance, durability and elegance are the
keys that open the door to your security and delight.

This brochure is a resume of what we can offer you. For further information,
please visit www.windowsmartin.com
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A solid expertise
a passion that defies time

50 years of innovation and tradition
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Our passion:
to design and manufacture masterpieces

Since 1964 our professionals have offered
meticulously designed products as well

Refinement, distinction,

as a customer service based on the highest

superior quality finish and design are the reflection of

respect of our clientele.

our continued pursuit for innovation and improvement.

Our expertise:
experience and knowhow

Your pride:
our reward

From design to finished product, the highest performance

Your pride is the reward that allows us

results are always an absolute requirement for us.

to continue our work. In order to delight you,

Many of our products even surpass industry standards.

our sales and customer service team guides

This capacity for exceeding set standards is one

you through the entire purchasing process.

of the pillars of our excellent reputation.

The Martin difference
an offer without compromising on...

Sustainable and aesthetic value
Secure and personalized purchasing experience
Simple and honoured warranty
Environment protection

The distinctive features
of Martin PVC products
The best PVC windows on the market
Long-lasting energy efficiency and structural performance
No maintenance for many years to come
Your choice between traditional or contemporary design
Superior quality within your reach
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PVC Extrusions
durability and easy maintenance
Our PH Tech PVC window profiles are the choice of experts
in this field. In addition to their undeniable aesthetic qualities, the secret to their exceptional energy efficiency holds
in the heart of their profile.

Multi-chamber structure
The highest number of internal chambers in the industry.
The profile’s multi-chamber structure guarantees the
window’s stability and solidity season after season, year
after year. Its unique technology ensures remarkable
thermal insulation and soundproofing, which means
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energy savings and a better quality of life.

PH Tech lead-free uPVC exclusive profile
The uPVC profiles are made of a 100% pure composition,
safe for the environment and resisting the worse conditions:
sun, rain, wind, snow and salt air.

Fusion welded corners
Avoid the use of adhesives and sealants for an impeccable
appearance and reinforced solidity. It also helps eliminate
water and air infiltrations.

Energy efficiency

Structural performance

The best performance for energy efficiency

that passes the test of time

Combining an innovative glass unit and an ultra-efficient spacer reduces energy

Structural performance is the other key element important in

consumption. This is one of two key elements in a window’s overall performance

overall window performance. It depends on the precision of the
PVC extrusions and how meticulously they are assembled. The
performance is measured by air and water tightness as well as
wind resistance.

Insulating glass
The SungateTM 400 LowE and argon energy efficient glass unit increases your
comfort in many ways. This superior quality glass keeps you warm during winter’s

Our quality of assembly

cold nights and cool during the hot summer days. It also, while allowing in the
At Martin, we pay very particular, even maniacal attention, to details

benefits of natural light, ensures a high level of energy efficiency.

to ensure the best protection against air and water infiltration. This
is why we chose a modular assembly ensuring that all our products

Spacer

have a superior stability and tightness. Consequently our products’

The best warm edge spacer in the world: Swisspacer Ultimate. It has the best

overall performance exceeds the industry’s highest standards.

thermal value in the world with a 20% reduction in thermal conductivity compared
to other products now available on the market.

The rigidity and sturdiness of Martin products provide for much
more stable operation and ensure long term protection against air
and water infiltrations.

ENERGY-SAVING

COMPARED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES

Stainless Steel Standard

DUE TO ITS SATIN-FINISH SURFACE AND
THE GREATEST VARIETY OF COLOURS

Manufacturer C (Hybrid)

AESTHETIC

SWS V

DUE TO THE HIGHEST
SURFACE TEMPERATURES

Manufacturer B (Hybrid)

CONFORTABLE

Manufacturer A (Hybrid)

DUE TO THE BEST THERMAL
VALUES IN THE WORLD

Equivalent thermal conductivity in W/(mK) in accordance with EN 12664:2001-01 and ift Guideline WA17/1.

Please consult our website www.windowsmartin.com for more information on our performance results.
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Martin PVC Window Collection
by far the best on the market

Casement and Awning
Windows

Hung windows
This traditional English style window
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These superior quality windows

is recognizable for its elegance and

exceed the industry’s highest

its air and water tightness. The PVC

standards. Increased comfort,

hung window has the best seal on

reduced energy costs, unfailing

the market. Whether a single or

resistance and a polished appear-

double hung, it is known for offering

ance are a great way to add value

excellent ventilation and easy

to your home. These contemporary

cleaning.

style windows with triple weatherstripping have sturdy hardware and
a multipoint lock mechanism anchored in 3 places. In addition, they

Single hung

Double hung

offer the possibility of a triple glass
unit for superior energy efficiency.

Multipoint
(3) lock
handle

Fold-in
operating
handle

Stylish
locks

Discreet
hardware

Architectural
Adding a personalized and distinctive
touch, fixed windows combine knowhow,
efficiency and refinement. They blend
perfectly with any of our PVC window
collections.
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Some architectural shapes

The Martin PVC Patio Door
unprecedented insulation factor and sound barrier
entirely of PVC with welded panels

Quality that is appreciated every day thanks to an ultra-durable P.H. Tech performance.

Discreet and smooth
A door that is discreet and smooth gliding due to a patented system of nylon tandem wheels. A
raised rail prevents damage to the wheels and therefore eases operation.

Multi-chamber structure
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The multi-chamber structure adds insulation value without the addition of a filler, a less expensive
and recyclable technology.

Exceptional sound barrier
PH Tech door frames are made of multi-chamber profiles and numerous weatherstrippings which
eliminate noise from outside.

Added protection
The moving and fixed panels are perfectly adjusted at their meeting point; to remove them from
the outside is virtually impossible. The sill design provides more secure entrances into your home.

Optimized installation
The parts’ design and jointing maximize the possibility for adjustment; the doors can be easily and
perfectly installed under any conditions.
Check it out! It’s truly possible to open this door with your fingertips… the easiest to open door in
its category…
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Exterior paint
gives your home a touch of life and warmth
As an option, our PVC windows are factory painted using a sophisticated and
proven process. We apply 2 generous coats of top-quality acrylic polyurethane
paint that offers an unequaled luster and durability.
In the factory, our colorists can make any colour you can imagine.

Suggested colours
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IMPORTANT
To preserve the warranty in its entirety, exterior paint must be applied in factory by the manufacturer Martin.
NOTE
Martin reserves the right to bring certain modifications to its products. Martin also reserves the right to add or remove
certain products and/or options.
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